Phizzi enquiry
Slippy shoes
Taken from the Phizzi CPD programme for Ogden partnership schools.

Target audience: Year 3 and Year 5
Science curriculum links: forces and working scientifically
Big idea
When an object slides, or is pushed or pulled across a surface, a force of friction acts on the
object in the opposite direction to its movement.

Prior learning

Physics
knowledge
development

Working
scientifically
skills
development

To describe the
physical properties
of everyday
materials (Year 1).

To gather and
record data to
help in answering
questions (KS1).

New learning

TenzingBhote

Future learning

To compare how things move on different surfaces
(Year 3).

To use force arrows in diagrams, adding
forces in one dimension (KS3).

To identify the effects of air resistance, water
resistance and friction, that act between moving
surfaces (Year 5).

To be able to recognise and comment on
the effects of balanced and unbalanced
forces (KS3).

To make systematic and careful observations and, where
appropriate, take accurate measurements with a newton
meter, using standard units (LKS2).

To present reasoned explanations,
including explaining data in relation to
predictions and hypotheses (KS3).

To take measurements, using a range of scientific
equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, taking
repeat readings when appropriate (UKS2).

To evaluate data, showing awareness
of potential sources of random and
systematic error (KS3).

English
Write a report on the enquiry
including instructions, descriptions
and explanations.
Write a formal letter to Dr Melanie
Windridge sharing experimental
methods and findings.

Maths
Measure forces in newtons to one
decimal place.

Mastery of
subject specific
vocabulary

rough, smooth,
feel, touch.

push, pull, force, friction, slide, slip, grip, newton meter,
movement, newtons, surface (Year 3)
weight, force due to gravity, lubricant, area (Year 5).

balanced, unbalanced, interaction,
resultant force, exerted, force diagram,
reaction force, frictional forces (KS3).

Display collected data in a bar chart
and interpret it.
Calculate the mean average of a set
of measurements.

Context
Both enquiries are introduced by Dr Melanie Windridge in our videos from
Everest base camp (www.ogdentrust.com). Mountaineers have to choose
their footwear carefully so that they don’t slip. The route to the top of Everest
involves walking on many different surfaces including stone paths, snow
and ice – in the first enquiry children will be comparing how moving over
different surfaces affects the size of the friction force acting on a shoe. When
mountaineers get to Everest base camp, they are predominantly walking on ice.
This causes smaller frictional forces so specialist footwear is used to increase
the grip – in the second enquiry children will be comparing how shoes with
different soles experience different sizes of friction force.

_
Background science
Friction is a force that opposes motion. It is a contact force that acts when
surfaces are sliding or trying to slide across each other. Friction can slow objects
down or make them stop moving. The amount of friction depends on the
materials that the surfaces are made from. Smooth surfaces tend to produce
less friction than rough surfaces. Friction can be a useful force because it allows
us to walk, stops us slipping and allows the brakes to work on our bicycles and
cars. Friction can also be a nuisance, slowing down moving objects.

Notes for teachers
The test can be more effective if there is some weight to the shoe, adding one
or two 100g masses to the shoe can help but this will be a controlled variable
that will need to be the same in every test. Children may notice a difference
between the pushing force required just before the shoe moves and the force
required to keep it moving. This is because there are actually two types of
friction – static and kinetic friction; static friction is usually the larger of the two.

Safety tips
Care should be taken not to drop 100g masses, especially if children are not
wearing any shoes.

Year 3 enquiry
Enquiry type: comparative test
Big question
Which types of surface are most slippy?

Method
1. Groups are given a 0-5N push/pull newton meter which they can use to
measure the pushing force required to slide a shoe across a surface. This
measurement is equal to the friction force acting on the stationary shoe and
is the dependent variable in this comparative test.
2. The children will identify six or more different surfaces that they can test
their shoe on. These could be outdoors or indoors, for example: carpet,
lino, wood, concrete, sand, foam, tarmac, mud or grass. The context of this
problem may inspire children to ask for a tray of ice or snow (crushed ice) to
also carry out the test on.
3. The children can use their data to create a bar chart of their results with the
type of surface on the x-axis and the friction force in newtons on the y-axis.

Equipment
6 push/pull newton meters 0-5N
shoe(s) for testing
access to a variety of surfaces
100g masses to place in the shoes

Year 5 enquiry
Enquiry type: fair test
Big question
Which type of shoe sole creates the largest force of friction when sliding over
a surface?

Method
1. In Year 5, children will test different shoes and boots on the same surface.
They will consider how to compare the soles of the different shoes, for
example they may come up with a way to measure the contact area of each
sole or perhaps measure the depth of the tread.
2. To test the shoes and determine the size of friction force acting on them, the
children will push them with the newton meter until they are just about to
move, recording the maximum force that is reached on the newton meter.
Children should be encouraged to measure the force to the nearest one
decimal place.
3. Year 5 children will repeat their measurements three times so that they can
comment on the reliability of their data. They can then calculate the mean
average of their repeat readings.
4. Year 5 children could either draw a bar chart with type of shoe along the
x-axis and the average friction force on the y-axis or, if they have measured
the surface area or depth of the tread these could be on the x-axis of a
scatter graph with the average friction force on the y-axis.

Equipment
6 push/pull newton meters 0-5N
variety of shoes/boots for testing
100g masses to place in the shoes

This child has used the data they
collected to develop their own
scientific explanation of which type
of shoe provided the most and least
friction. They have clearly analysed
their data as they have used their
average force measurements to
justify their conclusion and compared
the data from different tests. They
go on to use secondary observations
to help them develop their own
explanations using scientific ideas.

A Year 5 child who was investigating how the
sole of the shoe affected the amount of friction
between the shoe and the floor has chosen to
measure the depth of the grip in the shoes. Even
better, they have repeated their measurements
of the force required to make the shoe slip three
times and calculated the mean average of the
data set.

This child has analysed their data by independently
drawing a line graph to look for the relationship
between the depth of the grip in millimetres
(mm) and the force required for the shoe to
slide in newtons (N). They have labelled the axes
and can see the importance of including units of
measurements.

Links to everyday life
The ideas associated with friction can be related to many familiar real-life applications such as walking, picking up
slippy objects, making fire and oiling your bicycle chain. It can be interesting to encourage children to identify situations
where friction is useful and where it is a nuisance – sports are a fantastic context for this; there are some sports where
we want to reduce friction – ice skating, swimming, skiing, curling and tobogganing, for example. In others, such as
football, rugby and abseiling, friction is useful.

Remembering

Q. What did you keep the same in all of your tests?

Understanding

Q. What has your test told you about the best footwear for climbing Everest?

Applying

Q. What units do we measure forces in?

Q. How would your results have been different if someone was wearing the shoes when you carried out your test?
Q. When riding a bike, would you want there to be high or low friction between your shoe and the pedal? Why?

Analysing

Evaluating

Q. Which surface/shoe was least slippy? Can you organise the

Q. What advice would you give to the manufacturers of climbing boots?

surfaces/shoes that you tested into a list from least to most slippy?
A. This list will vary depending on the surfaces that the children test
but they should use their data to help them answer the question.
Different groups may have different lists which will lead to
interesting discussions about how that came about – comparing
methods for the tests. A list might look like this:

Most slippy

A. Children might talk about the shape, number or depth of grips
on the sole of the shoe. They may talk about the material that
the sole is made from and the different surfaces it needs to be
suitable for. Children should be encouraged to discuss other
physical properties the boot should have – flexibility, insulating,
waterproof, breathability and strength are all properties that
could be discussed.

least slippy

Ice - wet concrete - lino - grass - sand - tarmac

Creating

Design the ultimate footwear for climbing Everest.

